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“In ancient Hawaii people didn’t worship ‘gods’ in the Western sense of 
beings who existed in a supernatural plane and who occasionally came 
‘down’ to Earth to interact with humans. Hawaiian ‘gods,’ called akua by 
them, were the spirits of natural forces, always visible by their effects. Like 
Westerners, however, Hawaiians personified the strongest of these forces, 
translating them into male and female and telling stories about them both 
for fun and to maintain cultural values. Some Hawaiians formed religions 
around these akua complete with altars, temples and priesthoods, some of 
them just treated them as natural forces, and some dealt with them in 
esoteric ways.

“One of the oldest of these akua was Kanaloa, considered as a male, 
outwardly treated as the spirit of coastal water springs and the ocean, with 
all its resources, and esoterically treated as the essence of the human 
spirit, because of the name itself. Some meanings of the word kanaloa are 
‘secure, firm, established, unconquerable.’ Ka used as ‘the’ followed by nä 
as an individual word, means ‘that which relieves pain, soothes, comforts, 
pacifies, consoles, and loa means ‘very much.’



“Wooden images of Kahaloa are very rare, but those that do exist have 
large, round eyes, unlike other Hawaiian images. In the Kahili family, 
originally of Kauai, it was taught that if you looked into the eye of Kanaloa 
you would be healed. In their tradition the Eye of Kanaloa was represented 
by four circles and eight radial lines. The circles, like leis, are symbols of 
Aloha (Love) and the lines are symbols of Mana (Power), because another 
meaning of that word is ‘branching lines.’ Together they represent Loving 
Power and Powerful Love. The seven-pointed star in the center represents 
the Seven Principles of Huna. The pattern itself radiates calm, peaceful, 
harmonious subtle energy.”
(The above information was provided by Serge Kahili King)

Now For The Tips

1. Harmonize Your Home
The Eye of Kanaloa radiates  harmonious energy,  helping you and 
whoever looks at it, or wherever is is placed to bring about harmony. 
 
Use a copy of the Eye of Kanaloa (EOK) provided at the end of this article 
to hang in your home or workspace for harmonizing the energy of the area. 
You can even carry a copy with you when you travel. Sometimes, in an 
area, something just feels off and not right. For example, you rent a hotel 
room, and the previous guests were fighting all the time, or the prior guest 
was very angry all the time. You can use the harmonious nature of the EOK 
to shift the energy of the space whether at home or away.
 
2. Harmonize Geopathic Stress
There is no such thing as “negative” energy, but it can happen that the 
natural energy under or around a home or office can be too strong for some 
people, or be of a pattern that conflicts with one’s personal energy field. 
Hanging or placing the EOK on several walls or surfaces of one or more 
rooms can harmonize the two patterns and make the rooms comfortable.

3. Manifesting
For manifesting a wish,  you can write on a small piece of paper the desired 
goal and place it on the eye and this will increase the attractiveness of the 
goal to you or will bring the people into your life who will help you.



4. Healing
You can put pictures, objects, names of persons on the EOK symbol in 
order to help with the healing of any problem they have. You can actually 
treat people in this way, or animals. It helps them to become harmonized 
with the energy around them. You can also hold the palm of one hand over 
the symbol, and place the palm of the other hand over the area of the body 
needing healing, and perform the technique of Kahi between these points. 
It can be used for distant healing as well. In this case, you imagine the EOK 
over or around the person or animal you want to help. The effect is in no 
way whatsoever limited in space or time. 
 
 5. Harmonizing Situations 
The EOK is not just good for people or animals. By using your imagination 
or a digital representation of the EOK on a map, you can place it over an 
area that needs harmonizing. Examples of this are forest fires, hurricanes, 
drought-stricken places, disaster areas and places of conflict. The EOK is 
not a magical symbol that heals all problems. What it does is to radiate 
harmonious energy to amplify existing harmonious intentions and 
potentials. In practical terms, it assists those in the area, human or not, who 
are already working toward relief and harmony. The more people who are 
doing this at the same time, of course, the greater the amplification toward 
resolution.
 
 
 


